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0. Introduction 
In several recent papers on simplicial complexes defined on the subgroup lattice 
of a finite group, a central role is played by the topological notion of 
contractibility and, more generally homotopy equivalence of a subcomplex with 
the whole complex. We propose to show that these can be advantageously 
replaced by the following non-topological properties of a complex 9. 
(a) !Q is strongly collapsible 
(b) 9 strongly collapses to a subcomplex of R. 
Property (a) (termed “non-evasiveness” in [5]) has an interesting combinatorial 
interpretation arising from complexity questions in graph theory; its usefulness 
was pointed out in [5] by J. Kahn, M. Saks and D. Sturtevant. 
In Section 1 we collect the basic definitions and results. The central part of the 
paper is Section 2, where we study order complexes (defined over posets). 
Among other, we prove and generalize, in a rather elementary way, results 
obtained by G.C. Rota, A. Bjijrner and J.W. Walker in [8,1, lo]. In the 
remaining we apply the results of Section 2 to various complexes arising from 
finite groups. 
1. Strongly collapsible complexes 
A simplicial complex over a finite set Sz (“complex” for short) is a subset 3 of 
the power set 2” such that A E t@ whenever A c B for some B E ,Qt\; a subcomplex 
of $? is a subset of $3, which is itself a complex. A complex we call a simplex if it is 
the power set of a nonempty set. 
Every complex !Q over 52 gives rise to a “game” between 2 persons P (player) 
and D (dummy): D arbitrarily picks a subset X of Q (unknown to P); P’s task is 
to find out if X belongs to 9, by asking (as few as possible) questions of the type 
‘Is x a member of X’ (which D has to answer truthfully). Of course, if $? is known 
to P, P can always decide whether X E 9 by simply going through all elements x 
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of Q. If there is, however, a ‘good’ strategy permitting a decision based on 
(strictly) fewer questions then there are elements of Q, we say that (Q, Q) is 
strongly collapsible (s.c.) (‘non evasive’ in [5] - our choice of terminology will be 
explained by 1.13). 
Remarks 1.1. (i) (R, Q) is S.C. whenever the intersection D of the maximal 
elements of R is nonempty (checking the members of O\D is a ‘good’ strategy). In 
particular, ($I’, Sz) is S.C. whenever 9 is a simplex. 
(ii) (R, Q) is not s.c., if Q = 0 or Q = {O}; (0, Q) is s.c. if f2#0. 
Let ,Q be a complex over &2. The collections 
Cost,Qu:={A&+z$A} 
Link,qt,a:={AE,QIa$A, AU{U}E,Q} 
are subcomplexes of R (over Q\{a}). 
The following is from [5]: 
Criterion 1.2. Suppose that (QI > 1. Then, for any complex Q over Q, (R, Q) is 
S.C. #for some a E Q, both (Linketa, Q\{a}) and (Cost,%a, Q\{a}) are S.C. 
Proof. First note that, for a E Q and X c 9, we have 
XE% iff X\{a}ELink,,a, 
if a is a member of X, and otherwise 
X E ,Q iff X \ {a} E Cost,,, a. 
Now let (R, Q) be S.C. If % is trivial (i.e. 9 = 0 or R = 253, any member a E Q 
will do. Otherwise, given a ‘good’ strategy for (A?, Sz) there will be at least one 
question; if a is the first element to be checked, a “good” strategy to find out 
whether YE Q\{a} is a member of Link$, a (resp. Cost,Q a) is to apply the given 
strategy without the first question. Conversely, suppose that a E &I has the 
required property, and let X E Q. Then a “good” strategy is to first find out if a is 
a member of X and then apply to X\{a} a “good” strategy for (Link,% a, 
Q\ {a}) (resp. (Costat a, Q\ {a}) if a E X (resp. a 4 X). 0 
We proceed to show that, for a nomempty complex, strong collapsibility of 
(9, Q) is, in fact, independent of Sz. 
Lemma 1.3. For any complex 9, let Q3, denote the support {x 1 {x} E St}. Then 
for any nonempty complex K over a finite set Q, (R, Q) is s. c. iff (9, Qs,) is s. c. 
Proof. Clearly Q,+, z Q. If (9, sZw) is S.C. and X G Q, a “good” strategy for 
(Q, Q) is first check the elements of Q\Q,+, and then apply a “good” strategy for 
(9, Q,). Conversely, let (9, Q) be S.C. and use induction on lQ1. Since 9 # 0, R 
is a simplex if 1 Q,Q,( s 1 by (1.1). Therefore, we may assume 1 Gal > 1. By 1.2, 
choose a E &2 such that (Link,5, a, Q\{a}) and (Cos& a, Q\(a)) are S.C. If 
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aeJ&, we have Cost$, a = ,Q # 0 and thus, by the induction hypothesis 
($?, 52,) = (Cos& a, C&-,,,.) is S.C. If a E C&, (C&( > 1 implies 0# Link$, a c 
Cost,Q a; thus, by the induction hypothesis, both (Link,%, a, S2Linko) and (Costxt a, 
Sz,,,.) are S.C. The obvious inclusions SZr,inko G Q.5, \ {a}, !2cOSt, c S& \ {a} 
together with the first part of the proof show that both (Links, a, S&\(a)) and 
(CostA a, Qs,.\ {a}) are s.c., and we conclude by 1.2. Cl 
By 1.3, we are justified to write ‘ti is s.c.’ instead of ‘(9, a) is s.c.’ for any 
nonempty complex ,Q. 
Given a complex Q and a set A E 9, let 
Q[A]:=R\{B E% IAEB}; 
A is called free in ,Q’, if A is a proper subset of precisely one maximal element of 
9. 
Definition 1.4. For a complex !@, %&.Q is the smallest set % of sub-complexes of 
$2 such that $3 E % and, whenever A E 2 E % are such that A is free in I.?!, 5J[A] is a 
member of %. 
A complex 9 is called collapsible if 0 is a member of Ce&.Q. 
Remarks 1.5. (i) In case 9 # 0, ,?? is collapsible iff %o~Q contains a simplex (for 
2 E %&K, A free in 2 such that C[A] = 0, 2 is a simplex) 
(ii) For any 2 E G&&Q, %?0.4!2 E %‘&.Q. Thus, 3 is collapsible iff some 
2 E %wYR is. 
Recall that the Euler characteristic ~(9) of a complex -9 is defined as 
with f;(S) the number of i-sets in 9. It is easy to see that %(,@[A]) = ~(9’) for any 
A # 0 free in 9. Furthermore, for a simplex K, x(Q) = 1. Thus we have 
1.6. Let St‘ be a complex. For any nonempty I.? E %&!R, ~(2) =x(R). In 
particular, x(R) = 1 if 9 is nonempty and collapsible. 
The following is also from [5]: 
Lemma 1.7. Every strongly collapsible complex is collapsible. 
Proof. Let (9, 52) be S.C. By 1.1 and 1.5, we may assume that IQ] 2 IQ91 > 1. 
Use 1.2 and induction on 1521 to find a E Q such that Link,Q a and CostS, a are 
collapsible. Since Link@ a is collapsible, there are finite sequences 5?!;, . . . , 2,!, and 
A;, . . . , A:_, such that 
23; = Link@ a, 2!:,=0 
Al is free in 5$! for 1 =Z i 6 n - 1 
Z;,, = &[AJ. 
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Then, for 16 i 6 n, 
is a subcomplex of 9, and, for 1 <is-n - 1, A,:=AI U {a} is free in &. with 
&+r = Ei[Ai]. Furthermore X?, = R, and thus C0st.Q a = E?, E %MR Since Cost, a 
is collapsible, 9 is collapsible (1.5). Cl 
We are mainly concerned with a subcollection of V&R: 
Definition 1.8. Let $I be a complex over a finite set 52. Y%?&R is the smallest set 
% of subcomplexes of Q such that 2 E V and, whenever (Linka a, 9) is S.C. for 
X? E V, a E D, Costa a is a member of %. 
(Since Cost2 a = 2 for any a not in the support of K, 1.3 implies that Y%&R 
does not depend on Q.) 
As immediate consequences of the definition, we note 
1.9. For any 2 E YE&Q, Y%U2 E Y%U?R. 
1.10. A proper subcomplex 2 of 52 is in 9%&R iff, for some a E Q, Links, a is 
S.C. and 2 E Y%&(CostR a). 
Suppose that a E 52 is such that LinkR a is S.C. Since Linka u is collapsible by 
1.7, the proof of 1.7 shows that Cos& a E %044R Using 1.9, we therefore have, 
by the definition of Y%‘&& 
1.11. For any 9, Y%o&!~ E %‘&R 
Again, let a 6 &2 be such that LinkR a is s.c.; then by 1.2 and 1.3, 9 is S.C. if 
Costa a is. Thus by 1.8 
Lemma 1.12. For any complex !R, $2 is S.C. iff some 2 E Y%&R is S.C. 
Remarks 1.W. Given complexes Q, 2, let us say that !Q collapses trongly to 2, if 
2 E Y%&?R (cf. 1.11 and the analoguous terminology for g&R). To justify the 
term ‘strongly collapsible’, we further note that, analogical with 1.5 (i), a 
nonempty R is s. c. iff it collapses strongly to a simplex (Use 1.12 and consider I! 
minimal among the nonempty S.C. members of Y%o&~). 
Using 1.7 and 1.11 together with facts known from algebraic topology (s. [4] S. 
49), we have the following implications (for li! # 0): 9 strongly collapses to 2 + !6’ 
collapses to 2 + $2 is homotopy equivalent o 2. 
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We conclude this paragraph by a somewhat odd proposition: 
Lemma 1.14. Let W, 52- be disjoint finite sets and suppose that R is a nonempty 
complex over 52- U Q+, such that 
Link$A:={BIBcQ+, AUBEB} 
is S.C. whenever A E a’, A c Q-. Then .Q is S.C. 
Proof. If 8- = 0, we have A := 0, A E W and Link,& A = 9. If Q- + 0, let 
a E 52- and put $3’ := Link,* a, 9”: = CostR a. Then, for A E R’ (resp. A E 53”) such 
that A E Q-\(a), we have A U {a} E 9, A U {a} E a- and 
Link&. A = Link&(A U {a}) 
(resp. A E B”, A G S2- and Link&A = Link; A). Now conclude by 1.2 and 
induction on 18-I. El 
2. Order complexes 
Throughout, let 8 be a finite partially ordered set with order S. A chain of 8 
is a linearly ordered subset of 52 
Definition. The order complex 68 over 52 is the complex consisting of all chains 
in Q. 
Remark. Any subset l7 of 8 is partially ordered by G and the order complex BIT 
is a nonempty subcomplex of 6Q. 
Let 52,,x(&“) denote the set of maximal (minimal) elements of Sz. If Q,,,, (or 
52,i,) is a one-point set {m}, any maximal chain in Q has m as a member. 
Therefore by 1.1 (i) 
2.1. 68 i.r s.c., if 8 has a maximum or a minimum. 
For b E 52 let 
52,+:={aEQ1b<a}, B,:={aES2Ia<b}. 
Then obviously 
2.2. For b E Sz, 
LinkEn b = {A+ U A- I A+ E C%26+, A- E BC?,}. 
The following is central to our discussion. 
Proposition 2.3. Let I7 E S2 be such that CX?~ is S.C. for every b E S2\ 17. Then 
CCL7 E SQ&kqEsa). 
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Proof. The assertion being obviously true in case II = Sz, we assume that Q\ II is 
nonempty and fix 6 E (Q\ZZ),i”. Let A:= Q\(b). Then, for every c E A\ZZ, 
c{b and thus sZ:= Af. By induction on ]&2\II], we therefore have CSII E 
Y%M(cSA). But obviously, &A = Cost,, b, and thus 
cSZ7 E Y%&CostK, b. 
Now, !Q := Links* b is a nonempty complex over a, U S2,‘; clearly Link,: A = 
KQL whenever A E ,Q, A c Q2, (see 1.14). Therefore, by 1.14, 
LinkKnb is S.C. 
Conclude by applying 1.10 to the proper subcomplex GIZ of K&2. 0 
Remark 2.4. The dual poset of Q (i.e. the set Q with order 3) has the same order 
complex as Q. Interchanging L2: with Q;, we obtain a proposition dual of 2.3. 
Here, as in the following, we leave the details to the reader. 
Wecallamapf:Q + Q a hull (resp. kernel) ‘operator’ iff 
x<y*f(x)sf(y) forallx,yEQ, 
x <f (x)(resp. f(x) G x) for all x E n, and 
f”f=f- 
Since a kernel operator clearly is a hull operator with respect to the dual poset, 
we restrict our attention to hull operators and, as a rule, write them as x--,X. For 
a subset A of Sz, A will denote the image {X 1 x E A}. 
The following is a generalization of results obtained by G.C. Rota in [8]; see 
also D. Quillen [7], p. 103. 
Theorem 2.5. For any hull operator x+x on Q, 
GD E Y%OfY(CU2) 
In particular (by 1.6, 1.11) x(&a) = x(a!Z). 
Proof. By induction on JSZ]: Let II = a; for b E Q\II, A : = Sz,‘, we obviously 
have A = a tl A, ]A] < In], and thus 
(*) &A E L%‘&(EA). 
Since b $ fi, b s 6, we have b % 8; x*X being increasing and idempotent, we 
see that (d),i, = (6). By 2.1, Csd is s.c.; using (*) and 1.12, we find that EsZ,+ is 
s.c.. Now 2.3 yields the desired result. 0 
Corollary 2.6. Suppose that for every x E Q, {y E Q,,,, 1 x s y} has a greatest 
lower bound X. Then &fi E Y%&(GQ). Zf in addition, L&,,, has a g.l.b., GQ is 
S.C.. 
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Proof. Clearly x+X is a hull operator on Q. Since g.1.b. (a_,,) is the minimum 
of 0, 2.1 shows that Co is s.c., and we conclude by 1.12. 0 
Corollary 2.7. Let c E 52 be such that, for every x E 62, {x, c} has a g.1.b. X. Then 
CIC2 E Y&q&Q), and both &a, CsQ are s.c.. 
Proof. As for 2.6: x+X is a kernel-operator, and c is the maximum of a. Cl 
For the following, compare with a result of A. Bjorner and J. W. Walker in [l] 
(Theorem 3.2, p. 14). (Note that if A is a lattice with minimum 0 and maximum 1 
and c E Q:= A\ (0, l} has no complement in A, for any a E Q, at least one of the 
elements a A c (=g.l.b. of {a, c}) and a v c (=s.u.b. of {a, c}) is in 52). 
Theorem 2.8. Suppose that there is a member c of P such that 
(i) For any a E Q, {a, c} has a g.1.b. or a s.u.6. (in ~2). 
(ii) Zffora, deQ, dactheset{a,d} hasag.l.b., {a’,d’} hasag.1.b. forall 
a’, d’E52such thata’aa, d’ad. 
Then OSZ is s.c.. 
Proof. By induction on 152): Denote by 17 the set of all a E Q, such that {a, c} 
has a g.1.b. in &2. Then GIIin S.C. by 2.7; using 1.12 and 2.3, we see that we only 
have to show that GQl is S.C. for every b E Q\ZZ. 
Let b E Q\ZZ. By (i) {b, c} h as a s.u.b.; furthermore E:= c v b is a member of 
o:= Szl, since b $ ZZ implies Ef b. Since IdI < IQ(, OS2 will be s.c., if (i), (ii) 
hold with E, fi in place of c, Q. 
For (i), let a E a. If a C# ZZ, {a, c} has a s.u.b. a v c in Q (by (i)); since b <a, 
b<avc=(avb)vc=avE,andthereforeavcisas.u.b.of{a,t}in~.If 
a E ZZ, {a, E} has a g.1.b. a A Z in Q (by (ii)). In case a A E $ G, a A C = b since 
b <a, b C E. Then a A c C a A E c b. By a A c = g.1.b. {a A c, c} it follows from 
(ii), that {b, c} h as a g.1.b. contrary to b 4 ZT. Therefore a A E E 0. 
For (ii), let a, d, a’, b’ E Q such that a ’ 2 a, d’ 2 d 3 E and {a, d} has a g.1.b. e 
in fi. Clearly e is a g.1.b in Q, and thus, by (ii) and E > c, {a’, d’} has a g.1.b. in 
Q. Sincea’r\d’aaAd=eEfi, a’Ad’isag.l.b.of {a’,d’} in a. 0 
For later reference. we note 
2.9. For any complex ,Q, the barycentric subdivision K’ of K is the order complex 
cS(K\ {O}), with K\ {a} ordered by E; K’ has the same Euler characteristic as K. 
(Write 
x(Q’)= c 2 (-l)‘“‘_’ 
!d#Adt Cd’ 
C,,.=A 
and use induction on IAl to see that 
,& (-l)‘C’_’ = (-l)‘A’_‘). 
C m..=A 
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3. Complexes arising from finite groups 
In this section G is a finite group; for X G G, (X) denotes the subgroup 
generated by X. We write R(G) for the order complex over the set A”G of all 
non-trivial (i.e. different from (1) and G) subgroups of G (ordered by c). 
Another complex associated with G can be defined as follows 
R[G]:={XcG\{l} ] (X)iG} 
(thus, Xc G\(l) is a member of .Q[G] iff A is contained in a maximal subgroup 
of G). Then S?[G] is a complex over G \ { 1); we write P[G] for the barycentric 
subdivision (a[G])’ (see 2.9). 
Clearly 
x+X:=(x) - 1 
is a hull operator on 
(50 E S%&(R’[G]). 
we have 
the poset Q:= R[G]\ (0) (ordered by s). Therefore, by 2.5, 
Furthermore, if we identify U E A”G with U\(l) E R[G], 
Using 2.9, we therefore obtain 
Theorem 3.1. With the above identification, Q(G) E S’o&Y[G]). In particular 
x@(G)) =x(Q[G]) (by 2.9, 1.11, 1.6). 
More generally, let V be a subgroup of G. Write ,Q(G : V) for the order 
complex of the poset of all subgroups U such that V % U $ G. With 52 the set of 
all cosets Vg # V, g E G, denote by Q[G : V] the collection of all subsets A of 52 
such that lJ,,+ Vg is contained in some maximal subgroup of G. (R(G : V) and 
a[G: V] reduces to R(G) and R[G], if V = {l}.) Write R’[G : V] for (R[G : VI)‘. 
By the same argument as before, if U E A”G, V s U, is identified with { Vg 1 g E U, 
g$VI, 
W(G : V) E Y%‘o&(R’[G :VI), 
and in particular 
x(S?(G : V) = x(R[G : VI). 
4. A remark to a paper of D. Quilten 
We start with 
Lemma 4.1. For any @finite) p-group P, p a prime, S’(P) is S.C. iff P is not 
elementary abelian. 
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Proof. It is known (e.g. see [2]) that, if P is elementary abelian, x(.!@(P)) # 1, 
and therefore, 9(p) is not S.C. by 1.7. Conversely, if P is not elementary abelian, 
the intersection of the maximal subgroups of P is different from {l}, and we 
conclude by 2.6. Cl 
Let G be a finite group, p a prime, and 8 the poset (ordered by c) of all 
p-subgroups X # (1) of G. With 17the set of the elementary abelian subgroups in 
a, a proposition by D. Quillen states that the inclusion UIs (552 is a homotopy 
equivalence ([7], p. 105). By our method, we have 
Proposition 4.2. U-I E 9%@&2) 
Proof. Obviously, for P E Q, CX& =9(P); since, by 4.1, R(P) is S.C. for 
P E Q\II, the assertion results from the dual of 2.3. Cl 
For V E Q, let 
@” = {X E i-2; 1 x c N,(V)}. 
In [7], p. 113, prop. 6.1, D. Quillen states that E@ is homotopically equivalent 
to the subcomplex a@,. Since it is known that, for X E a:, X > V implies 
x n &(v) > v, 
x-+x n iv&q 
is a kernel operator on Q:. Thus, by the dual of 2.5, we have also 
Proposition 4.3. a@” E 9%u+!Z(&Q~). 
5. Complexes over solvable groups 
The following is an extension of a result by C. H. Kratzer and J. Thevanez [6]: 
Theorem 5.1. For any subgroup V of a finite solvable group G the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) &R(G : V)) = 1 (see Section 3). 
(ii) For some normal subgroup N of G, the subgroup VN has no complement 
in the lattice [V, G] consisting of the subgroups between V and G. 
(iii) There is a subgroup U E [V, G] which has no complement in [V, G]. 
(iv) R(G : V) is nonempty and S.C. 
Proof. For the equivalence of (i) and (ii), see [6], p. 433, th. 2.6. Obviously 
(ii) + (iii); (iii) + (iv) and (iv) 3 (i) results from 2.8 and 1.6, 1.7 0 
Due to the equivalence of (i) and (iv), the result 2.3 can be strengthened in the 
above situation (compare also with 4.2). 
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Proposition 5.2. For a finite, solvable group G let 17 be one of the sets 
{V E A”G 1 x(.Q(G : V)) f 1) 
{V E n”G 1 #t‘(V)) # l}. 
Then a17 E Y%wI(R(G)). 
Proof. 9(G) = %-ssZ for D = A”G; also, for V E Q 
CU2; = R(G : V) and KC& = B(V). 
Now apply both 2.3 and its dual. Cl 
Remark. 5.1 hokis also, if R(G : V) is replaced by R[G : V] (cf. Section 3) 
6. Normal subgroups 
For the finite group G, denote by socle G the product of the minimal normal 
subgroups of G. 
Writing Sz, for the set of all non-trivial normal subgroups of G, we have a 
kernel operator 
N+N:=NnsocleG 
on the poset Q,, (ordered by s). Therefore by the dual of 2.5 
(*) EC?, E Y&7//(KS2J 
Thus the modular lattice Sz, U {G, {l}} re d uces to the lattice a,, U {G, {l}}, 
which, in turn, can be regarded as a direct product of projective geometries, since 
every member of 
fi,={N~Q~[N~socleG} 
is a direct product of minimal normal subgroups. The following compare with [9], 
prop. 4.2, p. 140. 
Theorem 6.1. CEQ,, is S.C. iff G # socle G. 
Proof. If G # socle G, a2, has socle G as a maximum, and therefore by 2.1, Q!& 
is S.C. Use (*) and 1.12 to conclude that CSQ,, is S.C. If G = socle G, x(OsZ,) # 1 
([9], p. 140); since @SE #0, 6:&, is not S.C. by 1.6. 0 
Let QS denote the set of all non-trivial subnormal subgroups of G. Then 
X+Z:=(X”) 
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is a hull operator on the poset Sz, (ordered by s) and fis = r;;l,. Using 2.5, 6.1, 
1.12, we find 
Proposition 6.2. KS2,, E YYd(Gs2,). In particular, EQ is S.C. iff G # stole G. 
(Note that if G = socle G, Q,, = Q and apply 6.1.) 
7. A theorem by K.S. Brown 
We consider subcomplexes of g(G) whose chains are normalized by (non- 
trivial) subgroups of some subgroup V of G. For X < G is N,(X) the normalizer 
of X in V. 
Theorem 7.1. For a subgroup V of the finite group G and a subset Q of the poset 
n”G (cf. Section 3), assume that 
(i) @:={X~VIXEQ}\{~} isasubsetof Sz. 
(ii) X n Y E 52 for all X, Y E 52 such that X n Y f {l}. 
(iii) Whenever X E D E g52, U = nYED N,(Y) are such that X $ V and X rl 
U=(l), eitherXUEQ, orXU=GandESZsiss.c. 
Then CS@ E Y%&!Q for the complex Q := {A E O& ( nXEA N,(X) # 1) 
If V E Sz, V is the maximum of @, and therefore, a@ is S.C. by 2.1. Using 1.12 
we have 
Corollary 7.2. 9 is S.C. if V is a member of Q. 
Suppose that V operates on D (i.e. Q is invariant under conjugation by the 
elements of V). Then, BQ\R is the set of those chains whose orbit (under the 
action of V on E552) is regular, and therefore 
%(a&?) = X(e)mod IVI. 
Thus by 1.6, 1.7, 1.11 we have 
Corollary 7.3. Zf V operates on Q, x(%Q) = #@)mod (VI; if, in addition, V is a 
member of Q, 
~(CSQ) = 1 mod IV(. 
Before we proceed with the proof of 7.1, we list some examples where the 
assumptions of the theorem hold: 
(1) Let V # G be a p-Sylowgroup of G for some prime divisor p of [Cl, and let 
B be one of the following. 
(a) the set of all non-trivial p-subgroups of G. (This is the example originally 
studied by K.S. Brown in [3], see also [7], prop. 4.1, p. 109). Clearly in this case 
V E S2 and V operates on Q. 
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(b) the set of all non-trivial subgroups of G contained in some p-Sylow 
subgroup different from V. Here V $ Q, but V operates on Q. 
(In both cases, note that, for X, II in (iii), XU is a p-group, and therefore 
xu E a.) 
(2) Suppose that no proper normal subgroup of G has a complement which is 
elementary abelian, and let Q = A”G. Note that, for X9 G, CSSZ; is isomorphic 
to %(G/X) and use 4.1 to see that the assumptions of 7.1 hold for every Sylow 
subgroup V of G. Therefore, by 7.3, if G is not a p-group for some prime p 
x(&(G)) = 1 mod ICI. 
(3) (Cf. [9], car. 4.4, p. 142). Let V E A”G be such that at least one of 
(‘) V # socle V 
(“) V has no normal complement in G 
holds, and let 
9:=(X [XEKG, VCA&(X)}. 
Clearly for 0 # D E QQ, 
n N,(Y) = v; 
YeD 
to see, that (iii) holds, use 6.1 and the fact that, for a normal complement X of V, 
Q$ is isomorphic to the poset formed by non-trivial normal subgroups of V. 
Clearly, V E Q and A?= OQ. Thus by 7.2, CQ is S.C. 
Our proof of 7.1 is based on a induction argument requiring a slightly more 
general situation than that given by the subgroup lattice of G. We start by stating, 
Theorem 7.4. Let A be a finite lattice with minimum 0 and maximum 1; 
furthermore, let f E A, Q E A\ (0, l}, and n : Q-+ A be such that 
(i) @:={xr\f ~xEQ}\{O} isasubsetof Q. 
(ii) xr\y~S2forallx,y~Qssuchthatx~y#O. 
(iii) Whenever x E D E EQ, y := /j\deD n(d) are such that x + f and x A y = 0, 
eitherxvyEQ, orxvy=landCsSZ,+iss.c. 
(iv) ForallxEQ, xr\f Sn(x)Cf. 
(v) Zf p E Sz, q E A are such that q s n(p) and p A q = 0, then 
[OJ 41+ [PY P v 41 
x+p vx 
is a lattice isomorphism. 
Then, C@ E .9%&Q for the complex 9 := {A E CSQ ) /jxsA n(x) ZO}. 
Under the assumptions of 7.1, let A be the subgroup lattice of G, f : = V, and n 
the map X+ N,(X). Then obviously, conditions (i)-(iv) of 7.4 hold; for (v) note 
thatX, UEA, U<&(X), XflU={l}, imply, that X v U = XU is a semidirect 
product. Thus, 7.1 is a consequence of 7.4. 
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Since the subcomplex ,Q of CSQ, as a rule, is not an order complex &A for some 
A c $2, we need a generalized version of 2.3: 
Lemma 7.5. Suppose that, for a subset r of a finite poset Q and a sub-complex ,Q 
of CSQ, the complex 
Link,;(b, A):= {D c Q,’ 1 A U D E Link,,b} 
is S.C. whenever b E r, A E Links, b, A c Q;. Then 
Cost,~,:={BE,~IBnr=0} 
is a member of Y%MY,Q. 
Proof. By induction on Irl. The case r = 0 being trivial, fix a E &, for 
Q’ := Cost,Q a, r’ := l7 {a}, we obviously have L:= CostS1, r’ = Costs, r Since 
the assertion is obviously true if 2 = ,Q, we assume 2 to be a proper subcomplex 
of ,Q. Now, minimality of a ensures that Link,; (b, A) = Link,G.(b, A) for b E r’, 
A E Link%, b E Link,% b, A c Q,; therefore, by the induction hypothesis 
2 = CosttiP z-1 E Y%dP = Y%&(COsts, a). 
Furthermore, Link,q a is a complex over 9; U Cl:; by 1.14, our assumption 
implies that Link9 a is S.C. Now, conclude by 1.10. 0 
We are finally ready to prove 7.4, using induction on IAl: Let 
A:={xE+xf ZO}. 
For any nonempty chain A E QA; A c A implies 
O#f A (minA)sXcAf A\x 
Therefore &A E 9. By (i) 
x*x:=x A f 
is a kernel operator on A. Clearly, d = @‘; therefore by the dual of 2.5 
By 1.9, we are done if we prove that &A E Y%MR. 
Next, we note that 
KA = Costs (Q\ A), 
since CA c K E CR. Therefore, it is sufficient to show that the condition in 7.5 
holds for r:= Q\ A. In other words, given b E Q\A and A E Link,. b such that 
A E Q;, we must prove that Link& (b, A) is S.C. For B :=A U {b}, we have 
a:= /j n(x)#O, 
XEB 
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since A E Linka b implies B E 9. Also b E !2\ A implies b # 0, b A f = 0; since 
b E B, we have a G n(b), and, by (iv), n(b) “f. Thus 
(1) O<b, O<a sn(b)sf, O=br\a=br\f. 
Put 
A’ : = [b, 11, f’:=b v a, A-2’ := Q,+, 
and define 
Q’+ A’ 
“:x+b v (a A n(x)). 
Clearly, A’ is a finite lattice with minimum 0’ = b and maximum 1’ = 1, and 
f’EA’, Q’sA’\{O’, I’}. 
Using (l), we see that (v) can be applied to p : = b, q : = a ; therefore 
(2) +. [O, al-, Lb, f ‘1 
x-b vx 
is a lattice isomorphism. 
NowletD’~Q.ThenD:=BUD’~&2, and 
@(a 4x1) =+(,a, a A 44) = ,?,, @(a A 4x)) = ,?,, n’(x). 
Since $J is an isomorphism, we have 
(3) For D’ G Q’, @(/hsu~~ n(x)) = ~\MY n’(x), and ~\xssuD~ 4~) Z 0 iff 
A XED’ n’(x) # 0’. 
In particular, for D’ E G&Y, A c S2; and D’s L$ imply (A U D’) U {b} = B U 
D’ E C$Q, b $ A U D’; by (3) and the definitions, therefore 
,&, n’(x) # 0 iff D’ E Link&(b, A). 
Thus, we have to prove that 
( ,?,, al(x) 20’) 
is s.c. 
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Next, let x E a’. Then f’ A x E [b, f’] = [0’, f’]. Use (2) to find y E [0, a] such 
thatf’r\x=#(y)=bvy;clearly,y G a A x, and therefore, f’ A x G b v (a A X). 
By (l), a = a of; therefore (iv) implies 
QAX=UAfAX<UAn(X), 
and thus 
f’ AX < b V (U A n(X)) = n’(X). 
In additon, a A n(x) S a implies n’(x) G f ‘. Therefore, 
(4) for all x E Q’, f’ A x G n’(X) G f ‘. 
Since, by (l), b A f = 0 < b, we also have 
Apply(iii)tox:=b, D:=B,y:=u, tofindthateitherf’=bvuEQ, orf’=l 
and 6,552’ =@Dl is S.C. 
Consider the case f’ = 1. Then, for nonempty D’ E CW’, (4) implies 
and therefore Q’ = @Q’ is S.C. 
Now, assume that f’ E Q. Since, by (l), O< a, (2) implies that f’ = @(a) > 
$(O) = b; therefore, f’ E Q’, and f’ is the maximum of 
@‘:={XAf’IXEi?}\{O’}. 
By 2.1, a@’ is s.c.; using 1.12, we see that ,Q’ is S.C. if OQi’ E Y%&‘,Q’. Now, 
A’ = [b, l] is a proper subset of A, since b # 0; thus, by the induction hypothesis, 
we only have to show that the assumptions of the theorem hold for A’, f ‘, Q’, n’. 
Let (i’) - (v’) d enote the conditions corresponding to (i) - (v). 
Since f’ E Q’, both (i’) and (ii’) are immediate consequences of (ii); (iv’) is the 
same as (4). 
For (iii’), let x E D’ E GQ’, y’ := AdED, n(d) be such that x =$ f ‘, x’ A y’ = 0’. 
Then, for D:=BUD’, y:=/j deDn(d), we have x E D E G52, and, by (3), 
y’ = @(y) = b v y and y E [0, a]. Furthermore, (5) and b <x imply x + f. Also, 
x A y E [0, a]; since b cx, we have 
Thus @(x A y) = b = @(O); use (2) to conclude that x A y = 0. Noting, that 
xvy’=xvbvy=xvy(since bcx), weseefrom(iii)thateitherxvy’EQ, 
orxvy’=land@Dziss.c.ButsincexEQ’=Qb+, (Q’):=sz,‘, andxvy’e52 
implies x v y’ E Q’. 
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Finally, for (v’), let p’ E Sa’, q E A’ be such that q’ G n’(p)), p’ A q’ = 0’. Note 
that 
bsq’sn ‘(p’)=b v(a /+ln(p’))cb va, 
and use (2) to find q E [0, a] such that q’ = (p(q) = b v q. By (2), G(q) = q’s 
n’(p’) = b v (a A n(p’)) = $,(a A n(p’)) implies q =Ga A n(p‘); using (l), we 
therefore have q =G n(b) and q s n(p’). Also, p’ A q E [0, a], and b sp’ implies 
b~#~p’Aq)=&v(~‘Aq)~~fA(~Vq)~p’Aq’=O~=~; 
therefore +(p’ A q) = Cp(0). Use b 64’ and (2) to conclude that 
bAq=O and ptAq==O. 
Applying (v) to p E (b, p’), we see that 
41-j 1’9 b v 41 
‘x-+b vx 
and ,f& 1’7 qb b’, P’ ” 41 
x-+pi v y 
are lattice isomorphisms. Since b G p ‘, p’ v b v q = p ’ v q = p ’ v q’ ; therefore, 
B wx -’ is a lattice isomorphism from [O’, q’] = [b, b v q] onto [p’, p’ v q’]. We 
conclude by observing that, for x E [O’, q’], b sp’ implies ,@a-‘(~)) =p’ v 
o-‘(x) =p’ v b v &(x) =p’ v a(~-‘(x)) =p’ v x. Cl 
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